OUR JOURNEY

The Together Fund is a continuation of the Tackling
Inequalities Fund that was launched in April 2020 as
part of Sport England and Active Partnerships support
package to help the sport and physical activity sector
through the coronavirus (Covid-19) crisis.

What inequalities does this
tackle?

Active Cornwall sought organisations
that activity:

Data from the Sport England
commissioned physical activity attitudes
and behaviours survey during COVID-19
highlighted widening gaps in activity
levels across a range of existing priority
audiences.

i. was identified by the target audience
ii. leant itself to a remote delivery option
(at scale) in the short-term
iii. could be delivered outdoors in small 		
groups
iv. had the potential to be self-			
administered and self-sustaining

For Cornwall the priority has been
identified as:
1. People from Lower Socio-Economic
Groups (LSEG)
2. People with Long Term Health
Conditions (LTC)

Active Cornwall delivered the leg work
in terms of follow up and intelligence
gathering/quality assuring.
Future Plans
The Together Fund will continue
to run in Cornwall supporting key
priorities of walking and cycling.

What is the Together Fund?
The Tackling Inequalities (TF) Funding
aims to support specific underrepresented groups in target communities
that had been most affected by the
conditions that lock-down and other
measures had created - which has seen
activity levels dramatically affected.
Active Cornwall worked with
organisations and partners supporting
social prescribing networks and those
with potential to help reduce the
widening of inequalities in a number
of priority localities with significant
identified challenges associated with 1.
and 2.

Systems Approach
•
•
•

Systems: better integration of local
system e.g. health & social care
(demand) with VCSE sector (supply)
Sector: more of the local delivery
system sustainable/resilient,
connected to itself
Workforce: more of the local
workforce trained to work with priority
audiences and representative of that
audience

Together Fund in practice

Par Track
Par Track is a Charitable Community Benefit Society, sitting in the heart of
three small Cornish villages, on the outskirts of St Austell. It’s known for its
running track but since the community took over the running of the track in
early 2018 it now includes a micro library, skatepark, green trail, football
and rugby pitches, children’s wooden play park, community gym, track
cycling, fitness classes, Junior Park Run and children’s holiday clubs.

What has this
funding enabled
you to do?
The funding enabled
Par Track Ltd to
create a range of
activities for the local
community to access
after the lock down ending in April 2021. It also
helped the organisation bounce back from the
enforced closure due to lock down.

“The classes have encouraged me to
exercise and challenge myself to get
fitter. They have helped me to feel
better about myself and increased
my confidence and morale.”

What has this funding changed for your
members or your organisation?
It has helped to re-establish the community
facility at Par Track following the lock downs in
2020 and 2021. The organisation (Par Track Ltd)
was only formed in 2019 and has suffered from
the closures and the stop start nature of what
occurred due to the pandemic. We believe that
we are getting back to some sort of normality
and are now providing a strong hub for the
community.
What has been the best thing about having
received this funding?
Allowing us to try new activities to see what
works and what doesn’t. The funding has
allowed us to reintroduce the community to the
facility and to a range of physical activities.
What are the activities that you’ve done as
a result of receiving this funding?
We piloted a Saturday Club for young people,
ran a programme of activities during the
Easter and Whitsun School Holidays and ran
additional fitness classes.

“It’s so nice and
friendly, the instructors
always make themselves available
to help, It’s not just pumping iron, you
can have a chat, meet people and
you learn stuff as you go. It’s
really great fun.”

Together Fund in practice

Elemental UK
The team had a participant who was a school non attender. The
individual built a relationship with the provider and discussions
started round body consciousness and body weight.
Since last summer, the child has lost 8 stone and has also
applied to do an apprenticeship with Elemental UK!

Community Club Links –
LJD Coaching and Bude
Football Club
Bude football club hosted a one day session during
Easter 2022.60 children booked with approximately
50% registered as benefits related free school meals.
Since this session, the football club participation
numbers has increased dramatically from those that
attended the T2M holiday programme session.
Families were unaware of the football club and its
location, they became comfortable with the facilities
and trust had been built, thanks to the programme.

Future Plans
To create a presence within the
community and continue to build
awareness of the programme. To
add to the ever-growing number
of providers offering activities
during the holidays.

